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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, we propose a generic human attention region-of-interest (GenericHAROI) algorithm to improve video compression while preserving subjective quality.
Precisely, this algorithm performs a perceptual adaptive quantization algorithm on
video frames as a function of the distribution of their luminance, motion vector, and
color saturation. Our research incorporates a psycho-visual study that demonstrated
that human attention automatically enhanced perceived saturation. As a result, the
adaptive quantization phase of our compression algorithm is characterized by a
luminance and saturation-aware just noticeable distortion (JND) function. After
running multiple experiments on 18 videos with various resolutions ranging from
QCIF to 4K, results showed that our method achieves higher compression than that of
both the H.264/AVC JM and the HEVC HM while maintaining subjective quality. We
observed that in comparison to both implementation of the standards (JM and HM),
for an IPPP coding structure, the
vi

performance of our algorithm culminated with HD and 4K videos yielding a bit
rate reduction averaging 15% and an encoding time reduction of about 20% in certain
cases. Finally, after comparing our method to other similar techniques, we concluded
that saturation is a significant parameter in the improvement of video compression.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Statement of the Problem
The fundamental goal of video coding is to achieve the highest subjective
video quality with the lowest bit rate possible. At this time of writing, multimedia
streaming services (e.g. YouTube, Netflix and Hulu) merged with cloud-based
solutions for media storage (e.g. Apple iCloud and Google Photos) have gained
significant popularity in the past 10 years. Since this trend is likely to continue, it
is fair to anticipate the increased demand of high bandwidth network and memory
space on servers. Another challenge associated with the emergence of video content
providers is the regulation of server power consumption to minimize disk drive
failures [1]. In order words, reduced data storage correlates to the optimization of
server performances.

From both facts, it can be concluded that the biggest

challenge for content providers to account for, is the efficient delivery of video
without compromising subjective quality.
A common approach to improve video compression has been the objective
quality degradation of streamed videos. This technique has proven itself to being
able to reduce the video-on-demand workload and/or increase the number of
serviced client all while preserving the subjective viewing quality [2]. This infers
that traditional video compression techniques need to further exploit the limitation
of the human visual system (HVS) in the context of the recent proliferation of 4K
and 8K videos.
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Perceptual video coding is a video compression practice that often emulates
a subset of the HVS [3].

1.2 Related Work
A common technique in perceptual video coding is the detection of regionsof-interest (ROIs) during the video encoding phase. From our findings, most ROI
detection classifiers frequently rely on the HVS’ sensitivity to luminance [4], [5].
Although our early studies also leveraged luminance as a selector to ROIs,
they incorporated the HVS’s sensitivity to motion [6], [7].
In addition to being a trigger to attention for the HVS [8] [9], saturation
exhibits properties that could be integrated within the adaptive quantization phase
of video encoding. Precisely, the physiological study performed in [10] concluded
that certain changes in saturation were auto-enhanced by the HVS. We re-use this
important conclusion in the adaptive quantization phase of our proposed HAROI.

1.3 Objectives
The goal of this thesis is to demonstrate the following:
•

HAROI is a reliable mechanism to predict human attention.

•

HAROI improves video compression.

•

Saturation is a fundamental parameter in the improvement of video
compression.

2

1.4 Dissertation Outline
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives a brief
overview of the following key concepts pertaining to Generic-HAROI:
1. Video Compression Standards
2. The Human Visual System (HVS)
3. Visual Attention Models
4. ROI-based Video Coding Methods
5. Color Saturation
Chapter 3 focuses on the notion of the Just Noticeable Difference (JND) and how
we propose to further sophisticate it. Chapter 4 dives into the details of our
proposed Generic-HAROI. Chapter 5 describes our experimental setup, analyzes
and compares the performance of various implementation of our Generic-HAROI
algorithm. Finally, we summarize our contributions and expand on potential future
work in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
Background
2.1 Video Compression
In the context of signal processing, video compression is the encoding of a
sequence of video frames with less data than their original representation.
For this thesis, we give a brief overview of two widely used video
compression standards: H.264/AVC and HEVC (H.265).

2.1.1 H.264/AVC Video Compression Overview
At this time of writing, H.264 is a widely used video compression standard
developed by the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) with the ISO/IEC
JTC1 Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG). Given a set of video frames, the
H.264 encoder produces a compressed video bit stream after carrying out
sophisticated prediction and transform operations.
H.264 distinguishes itself from the previous standard (MPEG-2 and MPEG4) in various ways. For example:
•

Block size is not fixed to 8x8 pixels; H.264 allows block sizes to vary from
16x16, 16x8, 8x16, 8x8, 8x4, 4x8 or 4x4 pixels.

•

In terms of motion estimation, H.264 can consult multiple previously encoded
frames instead of one.

•

Similarly, H.264 creates motion vectors with the precision of a quarter of a pixel
instead of half of a pixel.
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Overall, H.264 is a major improvement over the previous standard in terms
of image objective quality given the same bit rate. Similarly, given a specific image
quality, H.264 would use a lower bitrate than the previous standards [11].

Figure 2-1 summarizes the H.264 encoding and decoding process [12].

Figure 2-1. H.264 encoding and decoding process (Source [12]).

H.264 Encoding Process: Prediction
Encoding begins with a video frame being split into multiple 16x16 pixel
macroblocks. For each macroblock, a prediction is made from the current reference
frame (intra-prediction) or from frames that have already been coded (interprediction). Typically, the first frame of a video sequence is encoded via intra-
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prediction while the macroblocks of subsequent frames undergo inter-prediction
otherwise known as motion estimation. In either case, the encoder subtracts the
intra or inter prediction from the macroblock which would result in a block of
residual samples.
The residual is transformed, scaled, quantized and the entropy-coded before
being transmitted or stored.
Figure 2-2 summarizes how input video frames are converted into the
compressed video bit stream [11].

Figure 2-2. H.264 video encoder (Source: [11]).
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H.264 Encoding Process: Motion Estimation Frame Decoding
For a given frame that undergoes motion estimation, transform,
quantization and entropy coding, the encoder retrieves the quantize transform
coefficients, inverse scale and inverse transform them, so as to replicate the
decoded prediction residual. That residual is then added to the prediction to obtain
the reconstructed frame which is eventually smoothed out within the de-blocking
filter. The resulting frame is ultimately used to perform motion estimation for the
subsequent frames to be encoded.
It is important to note that the order of frame encoding and motion
estimation frame decoding is not consecutive. This is because encoders distinguish
3 types of frames: I-frames, predictive P-frames, bi-directional B-Frames.
A group of picture or GOP structure specifies the order in which I-frames,
P-frames and/or B-frames are arranged.

H.264 Encoding Process: I-frames, P-frames, B-frames

Figure 2-3. H.264 frame encoding dependency.
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Figure 2-3 illustrates the dependency among each frames. An arrow from
frame X pointing to a frame Y, implies that the encoding of frame Y depends on
frame X.
An I-frame or intra-frame is the only type of frame that can be
independently decoded. The first frame of any video sequence is usually encoded
as an I-frame. It is up to the encoder to determine when to insert an I-frame. This
could be done at regular intervals or on-demand. Because I-frames don’t rely on
other frames to be encoded, they tend to require more bits. On the other hand, in
comparison to other types of frames, I-frames do not significantly contribute to
error propagation. Blocks within an I-frame are predicted by neighboring blocks
(intra prediction).
P-frames or predictive inter-frame depend on previously coded I-frames or
P-frames. Unlike I-frames, they are very susceptible to error propagation although
they require less bits.
B-frames or bi-predictive inter-frames, are frame that also depend on earlier
reference frame and future reference frames. While intra coding can be applied to
both P or B-frames, they primarily rely on motion estimation to reduce temporal
redundancy.

H.264 Encoding Process: Motion estimation
The idea behind motion estimation is that consecutive video frames are
similar except for objects that move between frames. It would be more cost efficient
to just capture changes in motion than capture redundant data between frames.
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For any given block within a frame, motion estimation consists in searching
for its matching block in another frame within a certain search range. The motion
vector is the displacement between the current block and the matched block. It is
that residual and its error that are eventually entropy coded into the final output hit
stream. Full Search Exhaustive Search and New Three-Step Search are examples
of block matching algorithms [13].

Figure 2-4 summarizes the process of motion estimation [14].

Figure 2-4. Motion estimation summary (Source: [14]).

H.264 Encoding Process: Transform and Quantization
Each block of residual samples undergoes a 4x4 or 8x8 integer transform
which is a simplified approximation of the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). The
output of this transform results in a block of transform coeﬃcients, that are
eventually quantized.
Simply put, quantization is dividing each residual coefficient by an integer
value or quantization parameter (QP). Residual blocks that have been quantized
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have a majority of zero coefficient with a few non-zero coeﬃcients. The higher the
QP, the higher the concentration of zeros and the poorer the decoded image quality.
Conversely, a low QP implies more non-zero coeﬃcients but better decoded image
quality.

H.264 Encoding Process: Entropy Coding
Once quantization has completed, the encoder has to convert into binary
code the following:
1. residual quantized transform coefficients
2. data that will allow the decoder to reconstruct the prediction
3. video sequence metadata.
The conversion technique used is called arithmetic coding. Like other entropy
coding techniques, it assigns more bits to frequently occurring symbols and less
bits to the rarely occurring ones.

H.264 Decoding Process: Extraction and Reconstruction
A video decoder extracts symbols from the received compressed H.264 bit
stream. In order to expose the residual quantized transform coeﬃcients and/or
prediction information. The residual quantized transforms are then multiplied by
the QP they were divided by during the encoding phase. The result undergoes an
inverse integer transform. The output of this last operation re-creates blocks of
residual data that are eventually re-arranged to form a residual macroblock.
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For each residual macroblock, the decoder forms and adds the identical prediction
to the one created by the encoder. This results in a reconstructed macroblock that
can be added to a frame.

2.1.2 HEVC Video Compression Overview
High Efficiency Video Coding is also a compression standard developed by
the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) with the ISO/IEC JTC1 Moving
Picture Experts Group (MPEG). HEVC was put in place to address the widespread
use of digital video with resolution greater than HD. As far as encoding and
decoding, it shares the same structure as H.264 (Figure 2-5) [15].

Figure 2-5. HEVC encoding and decoding process (Source: [15]).

It however distinguishes itself from the later in several ways. For example:
•

Coding tree units (CTUs) which can be as big as a 64x64 pixel
wide block are the equivalent to the H.264 16x16 macroblock.
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•

HEVC was designed for better support for efficient parallel
processing.

CTUs are the basic processing units of HEVC. They can be subdivided into Coding
Units (CUs) using a quad-tree structure as illustrated in Figure 2-5 [15]:

Figure 2-6. HEVC coding tree unit subdivided in coding units
(Source: [15]).

Furthermore, each CU is partitioned into one or more prediction units PU via inter
or intra-prediction.
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2.2 Human Visual System
The HVS model represents a simplified version of the complex image
processing power of the human eye and brain. It is characterized by its sensitivity
to spatial and temporal contrasts and motion [16].
From a physiological perspective, vision occurs with the projection of light
onto the eye’s inner layer coat (retina) and the transmission of the formed image to
the back of the brain for further filtering or processing (color and motion analysis)
[17] [18] [19]. As depicted in Figure 2-2, the retina is composed of two types of
photoreceptors: cones and rods [17]. They both collect luminance information via
bipolar and ganglion cells and relay it via the optic nerve and the lateral geniculate
nucleus (LGN) to the primary visual cortex (V1) located at the back of the brain
[20], [21]).

Figure 2-7. Inside the human eye (Source: [66]).
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Cones are tightly packed at the fovea (central pit in the retina). Three types
of cones (“green”, “red” and “blue”) help us distinguish colors within the visible
spectrum. Rods, on the other hand, are concentrated on the outer edges of the retina.
Unlike cones, they cannot discriminate color and thus limit our vision to only
perceive shades of grey. Since there is 10 times more rods than cones, the human
eye lacks absolute color resolution [17] [22].
From a HVS model standpoint, the eye behaves more like a low-pass spatial
filter when a light image forms on its retina [23]. This physical limitation implies
that some information within an image or video may not be detected by the average
human eye. Such imperceptible visual data is defined as psycho-visual
redundancies. If stripped from an image or video, the perceived video quality will
remain unaffected while compression is improved.
Chroma sub-sampling and quantization are examples of video-processing
mechanisms to reduce psycho-visual redundancies. Although both techniques are
effective, they may excessively degrade the subjective quality of the video by
removing too much data. On the other hand, they may not always efficiently reduce
psycho-visual redundancies. If either technique was enriched with some kind of
human attention awareness, it is fair to speculate that video compression could be
improved. One solution would be to exploit the HVS model through visual attention
models (VAMs).
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2.3 Visual Attention Models and Applications
Attention is the concentration of mental powers on an object by close or
careful observing or listening [24]. VAMs predict human attention on an image or
a video [25]. Various studies have shown that regions located at the center of the
display and regions with either high motion or high relative contrast, are triggers to
human attention [26] [27] [28] [29]. The two major types of VAMs are the topdown models and the bottom-up models. The first is object-detection specific while
the latter is strictly visual signal focused (color, contrast, motion) [30].
The work in [24] divides bottom-up models into static attention models
(SAM) and motion attention models (MAM). The SAM models attention by
breaking down an image into its contrast-based saliency map. This model relies on
the luminance, color and relative location on the display to determine potential
regions of attention. Similarly, the MAM builds a motion saliency map to determine
the motion attention value as a function of time. VAMs have mostly been integrated
within the implementation of image or video processing techniques in the form ROI
detection schemes.

2.4 ROI-Based Video Compression Schemes
Perceptual video coding techniques have been proven through numerous
studies to be reliable in the improvement of compression, better the coding
efficiency and reduce the bit rate while maintaining relatively good perceptual
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quality [3]. They are characterized by a region-of-interest (ROI) detection scheme
that identifies regions that a viewer is most likely going to concentrate on. In our
previous work [7], we organized ROI schemes into three categories: selection,
object detection, and object tracking. We expand on this classification as illustrated
in Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-8. ROI Detection Scheme Hierarchy.

Selection-based ROI schemes are by far the most accurate at detecting the exact
point of focus. Such methods usually involve the viewer selecting (manually or
visually) the region of attention [4] [31] [32] [33]. Although appropriate for single
images, a manual process may degrade the video viewing experience. This is
resolved with eye tracking systems integrated within the viewing display.
Unfortunately, most eye-tracking units still involve an invasive process or setup.
For example, eye-calibration is intrinsic to any eye movement detection device [34]
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[35]. With the goal of eliminating the inaccuracies of remote eye-tracking systems,
the study done in [36] still required an infrared video streamed from a head-mount.
Moreover, the work in [32] leveraged pre-acquired eye tracking data and initial
fixation points to estimate ROI locations. Overall, it is safe to state that although
selection methods are guaranteed to match actual human attention with highest
accuracy, at this time, they still remain invasive to a viewer or require a complicated
or expensive setup. More importantly, they are not yet suitable for video encoding
or decoding, unlike prediction-based schemes.
ROI predictive schemes applied within video encoding mostly use a combination
of object or VAM detection algorithms. Object detection algorithms often come
with inefficient time complexities algorithms or lead to false positive results [37]
[38] [39] [40]. More importantly, they do not always correspond to actual human
attention. For example, in [39], a soccer ball is being tracked, but there is no
guarantee that a viewer is focused on that object at all times. While it is fair to
assume that human attention is drawn to faces or eyes, human trait-based detections
often require a large training data set and may also slow down the encoding process
[41] [42] [43] [44]. Most of these limitations are resolved by mimicking human
attention through the combination of one or more VAMs.
The experiments in [6], [7], [45], [46] and [47] merge one or more VAMs
to identify ROI after which a process reduces the bit rate (adaptive quantization or
blurring) of non-ROIs but maintains or increases that of ROIs. They often resulted
in better video compression or maintained subjective quality. As previously
explained, VAM-based detections are not as accurate as selection-based methods
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because physiological properties of the HVS are at this time still under
investigation. This motivated us to explore how various visual signals impact
human perception of luminance and color.
We define cartoons as artificial images or artificial scenes that do not
contain any photographic material. During one of our experimental subjective
studies, we observed that the size of the cartoon videos was reduced by up to 45%
and surprisingly evaluated to have better subjective quality compared to their
counterparts videos encoded via the standard H.264 JM. This led us to theorize that
saturation, the key attribute that distinguishes real images from cartoons [48], could
potentially be another parameter to be included within the SAM. In subsequent
sections, we present a saturation-aware JND and how it is integrated in our HAROI
algorithm.
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2.5 Saturation
2.5.1 Color Space Representation
Saturation is the colorfulness of a visual stimulus in relation to its
brightness. Pure monochromatic lights such as red, green, and blue are fully
saturated; equivalently, saturation decreases as the addition of white light increases
[8]. Saturation is a component of the HSV (hue (H), saturation (S), and value (V))
and HSL (hue (H), saturation (S) and lightness (L)) color spaces, both developed in
the 1970s as an attempt to simulate the human perception of color. Both color
spaces are a rearrangement of the Cartesian representation of the RGB color space
into a cylindrical coordinate system (Figure 2-5). For each cylinder, saturation is
the distance from the vertical central axis saturation [49].

Figure 2-9. RGB, HSL and HSV coordinates [49].
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The mathematical relationships of the HSV components (H, S, V) with the RGB
components (red I, green (G), blue (B) with values ranging from 0 to 255) are
presented in equations (1) through (9) where Max = max(R, G, B) and Min = min(R,
G, B). H is represented as an angle ranging from 0o to 360o, while S and V are
positive decimal values ranging from 0 to 1.0 [49] [50].
When Max ≠ Min, we define R’, G’ and B’:

R' = (Max – R) / (Max – Min)

(1)
(2)
(3)

'

G = (Max – G) / (Max – Min)
B' = (Max – B) / (Max – Min).
When Max ≠ Min, H’ is defined as:
(5 + B'), R = Max and G = Min
⎧
⎪ (1 − 𝐺′), R = Max and G ≠ Min
'
(1 + 𝑅′), R = Max and B = Min
H=
⎨ (3 − 𝐵′), R = Max and B ≠ Min
⎪
⎩
(5 − 𝐵′), otherwise.

(4)

Thus, when Max ≠ Min,
(5)
(6)
(7)

H = 30 × H'
S = (Max – Min) / Max
V = Max/255.
When Max = Min or R=G=B,

(8)
(9)

H=S=0
V = Max/255
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2.5.2 Human Attention and Perception
Saturation has long been shown to be a trigger to attention [8] [9]. Precisely, both
attention to an element and its perceived closeness increased as a function of its
relative saturation [51]. On the other hand, the effect of hue (H) on attention
remains negligible [51]. Since color luminance has long been utilized to construct
saliency maps for SAMs, saturation remains a visual signal element to explore in
relation to attention and perception.
Spatial attention can change with eye movement (overt attention) or eye
fixation (covert attention) [52]. The orientation of attention can be caused by an
external stimulus (exogenous orienting) or as a direct result of the observer’s
intention (endogenous orienting) [53]. The work in [54] explains that covert
attention is a peripheral deployment of attention without a gaze change. It
concluded that covert attention increased contrast sensitivity. In other words,
attention enhanced the spatial resolution at the point of focus. Such an important
conclusion reinforces the importance in HAROI detection accuracy.
Finally, as a confirmation to multiple hypotheses that attention strengthens the
stimulus [54], the experiments in [10] demonstrated that covert exogenous attention
increased apparent saturation without changing apparent hue. This conclusion was
drawn after observers were asked to rate the colorfulness of the stimuli (“redder,”
“greener,” “bluer”). The experimental trial consisted in having observers maintain
fixation on the central cross of a display while the various color signals they were
to evaluate, were projected in specific locations. The results of this saturation
experiment, implies, that a certain amount of change in saturation is not perceived,
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as the HVS auto-enhances saturation. We then decided to apply this concept to the
perceptual adaptive quantization phase of our proposed encoding algorithm. As a
result, it became fundamental to find a mathematical model to establish the
relationship between quantization parameter (QP) and saturation change by
defining a saturation-aware JND.
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CHAPTER 3
Just Noticeable Difference (JND)
3.1 JND Definition
The Just Noticeable Difference (JND) is the smallest perceivable difference
between two signals. Precisely, it is the threshold level of error visibility below
which changes are not detected. Various spatial and frequency domain JND models
have attributed the sensitivity of the HVS to two main factors: luminance contrast
and masking effects (spatial and temporal). The first factor is actually the average
background luminance behind a pixel, while the second factor corresponds to the
ability to detect one signal in the presence of another one (spatially, temporally, or
within spectral vicinity).
As indicated by Weber’s law, the luminance JND depends on the
surrounding luminance background and not the absolute luminance of the perceived
pixel (luminance adaptation). Precisely, the JND increases with the background
luminance. On the other hand, the contrast masking effects establish that increased
spatial background non-uniformity correlates to a decrease in the visibility of the
perceived pixel. In the case of temporal masking, the visibility of the stimuli is also
reduced with rapid signal changes for a specific pixel [55].

3.2 Block Level JND Adaptive Perceptual Quantization
In [56], a pixel-level JNDT is defined as the product of a spatial JNDS with a
temporal modulation factor FT. Precisely, JNDT is the product of the contrast
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sensitivity function (CSF) base threshold (TCSF(ni, ii, ji)), the luminance adaptation
factor (Flum(ni)), the contrast masking factor (Fcontrast(ni, ii, ji)) and a temporal
modulation factor (FT(ni, ii, ji)) where ni is the index of a NxN block (N=4) of an
image where ii and ji are the DCT coefficient indices:
JNDT (ni, ii, ji) =
T (n , i , j ) × F (n ) × F (n , i , j ) × F (n , i , j )
8999999999:999999999;
CSF

i

i

i

lum

i

contrast

i

i

i

T

i

i

(10)

i

JND

S

The complete details of how each of these four factors are computed are presented
in both [56] and [57]. The work in [57] proposes the following definition for
JNDblock:
JNDblock(k) =
F

@

(11)

@
I

α ln > ? ? ? JND (n i , j ) × | C (n , i , j ) | J
T

i,

i

i

i

i

i

GB CD EB CD AB CD

where k is the kth 8x8 block in a macro-block of M = 4 sub-blocks, Ct(ni, ii, ji) is
the (ii, ji) DCT coefficient in the ni block and a is an empiric constant.
At the block level, the quantization parameter QP used for quantization and
inverse quantization of the residual DCT (discrete cosine transform) coefficients of
a block can be defined as:
(12)

QP = QP0 + ΔQP

where QP0 is the original uniform block quantization parameter with step QS0. DQP
is the QP offset that will be included within the coded bit stream [57].
The relationship between QP and its quantization step QS is such that:
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QS = 2(QP – 4)/6 ↔ QP = (6 log2 (QS)) + 4

(13)

QS divides each transform frequency coefficient C. If C’ is the corresponding
reconstructed transform coefficient the reconstruction error eq is such that:
(14)

Neq N = | C – C'| ≤ JND

block

Finally, since eq is constrained to the interval [-QS/2, QS/2], this implies that QS/2
is the greatest amount of change in QP that will result in the maximum amount of
unperceivable distortion. As a result, the relationship between QS and JNDblock is
as follows [58]:
QS
= JND
2

block

↔ QS = 2 × JND

(15)

block

Given lb as the average luminance of a block B, QS(lb) can be defined as the product
of QS0 with JNDblock(lb) [58]. We can then derive DQP(lb) as follows:
QP(l ) = (6 log2 (QS(l ) )) + 4
= (6 log2 (QS0 × JND (l ))) + 4
= 689
log
(QS9
) 9;
+ 4 + 6 log2 (JND (l ))
09
999:9
2
b

b

block

b

block

b

(16)

QP0

↔ 89
QP(l
)–9
QP
99:9
9;0 = P 6 log2 (JND (l )) + 0.5Q
b

block

b

ΔQP(l )

(17)

b

With lmb as the average luminance of a macro-block compose of B blocks, we can
deduce the luminance dependent macro-block quantization offset as DQPjnd_mb(lmb)
as follows [57]:
(18)

QP(l ) = QP + ΔQP(l )
b

0

b

B

QP

(l ) =

jnd_mb

mb

1
? QP(l , k)
B

(19)

b

k=0

ΔQP

(l ) = QP (l ) - QP

jnd_mb

mb

jnd_mb

mb
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0

(20)

In the next subsection, we describe how we establish the luminance and saturation
dependent macro-block quantization offset as DQPjnd_mb(lmb, smb) (where smb is the
average macro-block saturation).

3.3 Saturation-Aware JND Model and Quantization
We define QPjnd_mb_threshold(smb) as the maximum QPjnd_mb(smb) at which no
change is perceived. In order to determine a model of saturation sensitivity, we
conducted a subjective experiment with 15 candidates. This helped us established
the relationship of QPjnd_mb_threshold(smb) as a function of the average saturation level
of an image.
As a first step (step 1), for a single candidate, we chose one monochromatic
image with a specific color (for example “light green”) at a saturation smb. We then
produced 52 encoded/decoded copies of that same monochromatic image. Each
copy differed from the other by the QP it was encoded with. Encoding and decoding
were respectively characterized by a 4x4 integer transform and its inverse. We then
produced an image representing a row of all 52 encoded/decoded images as 52 subimages. In accordance to ITU BT.500 [59], each encoded image was shown in order
of increasing QP. We put that “row image” (Fig.4) on a display and then asked the
subject to scan the image from left to right (increasing QP) and to point out the subimage i at which they could detect a change. The QPjnd_mb_threshold(smb) was then
recorded to be the QP of sub-image i-1 (QP(i-1)).
In a secondary step (step 2), we asked each candidate to notify us when they
perceived a color change. We then showed each sub-image successively, every 3
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seconds, in an increasing QP fashion, until a candidate reported a change. The
QPjnd_mb_threshold(smb) was then recorded to be the QP of sub-image i-1 (QP(i-1)).
As a third step, (step 3), we averaged both QPjnd_mb_threshold(smb) obtained in step 1
and step 2.
As a final step (step 4), for each of the 15 candidates, we repeated these
steps (1-3) for 5 monochromatic image with varying colors but the same saturation
level smb. This is depicted in Fig.4 with the 5 “row images” of various colors but
the same saturation smb. These set of “row images” where used for the subjective
evaluation of smb values 0.2 and 0.8.
We repeated steps 1-4 with the same candidates for different 20 saturation
levels ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 (in 0.05 increments). In a single day, one candidate
would evaluate a maximum of 2 saturation levels. As a result, we had to run
multiple experiments with the same candidates over various days.
At the end of the subjective study, we then averaged the 75 (15 x 5)
QPjnd_mb_threshold(smb) for each of the 20 saturation levels smb which allowed us to
represent the “threshold” QP as a function of saturation (Fig.5).
Overall, this set of experiments reinforced the findings of Carrasco in [10];
the perceived selected change for each image occurs in average at a lower
QPjnd_mb_threshold(smb) when the image saturation is less than 0.2 than when the
saturation is greater than 0.7. This can be seen in Figure 3-1, which depict the
output decoding for each image with increasing QP (from left to right) with s
respectively set to 0.2 and 0.8.
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Saturation = 0.2
Image
1
Image 2
Image 3
Image 4
Image 5

Saturation = 0.8
Image 1
Image 2
Image 3
Image 4
Image 5

Figure 3-1 Decoded images for 52 QP values and
saturation 0.2 and 0.8
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Figure 3-2 shows the plot of QPjnd_mb_threshold(smb).

After polynomial interpolation, QPjnd_mb_threshold(smb) can be mathematically
expressed as follows:

QP

𝜌1 s + ρ2 , if s ∈ [0.05, 0.2)
(s )= R𝜌3 s + ρ4 , if s ∈ [0.2, 0.65)
𝜌5 s + ρ6 , if s ∈ [0.65, 1.0]

jnd_mb_treshold

mb

ΔQP

mb

mb

mb

mb

mb

mb

(s ) = QP

jnd_mb

mb

(s ) – QP

jnd_mb_treshold

mb

(21)

(22)

0

Finally, the adaptive quantization phase of our Generic-HAROI algorithm
computes DQPjnd_mb(lmb, smb) and QPjnd_mb(lmb, smb) as follows:
ΔQP

(lmb, s ) = max_or_min(ΔQP

jnd_mb

mb

QPjnd_mb(lmb, smb) = QP0 + ΔQP
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(l ), ΔQP

jnd_mb

mb

(lmb, s )

jnd_mb

mb

(s ))

jnd_mb

mb

(23)
(24)

If a block has more properties (xmb, ymb, Zmb… ) other than luminance or
saturation, whose variations are detectable by the HVS, equation (23) and (24) can
be further generalized as follows:
ΔQP (lmb, s , xmb, ymb, Zmb…) =
(l ), ΔQP (s ), ΔQP (x ), ΔQP
jnd_mb

max_or_min

(ΔQP

jnd_mb

mb

jnd_mb

(23-a)

mb

mb

jnd_mb

mb

QPjnd_mb(lmb, smb, xmb, ymb, Zmb…) = QP0 + ΔQP
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jnd_mb

jnd_mb

(y ), ΔQP
mb

(z ),.. )

jnd_mb

(lmb, s , xmb, ymb, Zmb…)
mb

mb

(24-a)

CHAPTER 4
Generic-HAROI
4.1 Overview
Our algorithm can be broken down into four major operations: block
evaluation, region formation, region classification, and adaptive filtering and
quantization.
Figure 4-1 shows where each of these steps occurs within the standard
H.264 and HEVC video encoding phases [60] [61]. For computational simplicity
we have chosen to only use 16x16 blocks.

Figure 4-1. Generic-HAROI major operations.
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Before encoding begins, we first analyze every designated reference frame,
by collecting and calculating luminance, saturation, and motion for each of their
block.

4.2 Block Evaluation
This phase evaluates information about luminance, saturation, Euclidean
distance, and motion characteristics of all the blocks for key reference frames (intra
frames, I-frames or any other scene change frame). We use index I for any block
within a region (region), s for any blocks surrounding block I and sr for any region
surrounding region. We define n, sn, srn, respectively as the number of blocks
within a region, the number of blocks surrounding block I and the number of
regions surrounding region.
For each key reference frame, we compute its average luminance
µLuminanceframe, corresponding standard deviation σLuminanceframe and the
average luminance Lui for each block i. The values maxLu and minLu correspond
to the lowest and highest luminance for a block within its hosting key reference
frame.
Given that all our experimental videos are YUV formatted, in order to
compute the average saturation Sati of a block I, we first convert its average Y, Cb,
and Cr components into its equivalent R, G, and B using equations (25) – (27).
Finally, we leverage equation (6) to compute Si. Satmax is the highest saturation for
a block in the frame.
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R = Y + 1.402 (Y − 128)
G = Y + 0.344 (Cb – 128) – 0.714 (Cr − 128)
B = Y + 1.772 (Cb − 128)

(25)
(26)
(27)

The ratio rDistancei is the Euclidean distance between the block I and the center of
the frame followed by a division by half of the diagonal length of the frame.
The final step of block analysis is the computation of motion parameters. The main
advantage of performing this step in the pre-encoding phase is that motion vectors
are already computed before actual encoding. Later during the actual encoding
phase, we alter the motion estimation process to reuse the pre-encoding data
(Fig.6’s motion estimation (store)). At pre-encoding motion estimation, we
calculate the motion vector magnitude MvMagi for each block I between two
consecutive reference frames (I-frame). MvMagmax is the largest motion vector
magnitude for the entire key reference frame. Finally, we define as “impacted
block” the likelihood of a block to become the new point of attention. An “impacted
block” is by our definition the neighboring block resulting from the transformation
of an initial block through a motion vector. For each block I with horizontal and
vertical block positions ix and iy and motion vector dimension Mvxi and Mvyi, we
find the block j with horizontal and vertical positions jx and jy such that: jx = ix +
Mvxi and jy = iy + Mvyi. The block j (the impacted block) will have its “impact
count” ICj incremented by one and its “impact force” MvMags incremented by
MvMagi. ICmax corresponds to the highest number of IC recorded for a block within
the frame.
In the next subsection, we explain the region break down process.
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4.3 Region Formation
In this phase, we reiterate the same region formation technique described in
[7] by leveraging Weber’s law for luminance as our criteria to identify local
contrasts within the reference frame. This law states that given luminance intensity
level I0, the minimum noticeable change on input DI is such that DI/I0 is the Weber
constant λ (equal to 0.14 for brightness) [62]. If I1 = I0 + DI, then I1 = (1+ λ) I0 and
more generally,
Ik = (1+ λ)k I0 (k being the intensity range between Ik and Ik+1 ). Let Ik be
maxLu, I0 be minLu and k be kmax then we get:
maxLu = (1 + λ)kmax × minLu

(28)

ln(maxLu) – ln(minLu)
ln(1 + λ)

(29)

kmax =
equivalently.

where kmax is the total number of luminance ranges within a key reference frame; in
other words, each luminance range can be represented by the value k varying from
0 to kmax-1. From this, we derive the condition for region formation such that two
adjacent blocks belong to the same region if their luminance ranges k are the same.
Equivalently, a region of luminance range k would only add a block of average
luminance Lui if it satisfies the following relationship:
(1+ λ)k minLu ≤ Lui ≤ (1+ λ)(k+1) minLu

(30)

Each block belonging to a region with luminance range k must have its Lui obey
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equation (30).
Region Formation Traversal
Block region creation is done by traversing the frame row by row. Within
a row, two adjacent blocks belong to the same region of luminance range k if each
of their Lui obey the criteria defined by equation (30). If that condition is not
satisfied a new region is created (case 1: same row, new region). Each time a new
region is formed, we check to see that its first block belongs to the region of the
block above it. If so, we append the block to the region above it (case 2: new row,
same region) otherwise, a new region is created (case 3: new row, new region).
These 3 cases are illustrated in Figure 4-2 where R1 and R2 represent two different
regions.

We illustrate an example of the output of our region formation in Figure 4-3:

Fig. 4-2. Region formation traversal
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Figure 4-3. Region formation result for an I-frame of the 4K Road video.

The region formation breakdown for each of our 18 test videos can be found
in Appendix D.
Although Weber’s law does not always hold for very high or very low
luminance intensities, using it in this context resulted in more sub-regions than we
could perceptually identify. This resulted in a more perceptually accurate region
classification.
As regions are being formed, we perform a series of averages to update their
characteristics. We calculate the following parameters for Generic-HAROI
components:
n-1

rDistanceregion

1
= × ? rDistancei
n
i=0

(31)

n-1

1
𝜇Luminanceregion = × ? Lui
n

(32)

i=0

rContrastregion =

|µLuminanceframe − µLuminanceregion |
maxLu –minLu
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(33)

n-1

rSaturationregion

1
=
× ? Sati
n × Satmax

(34)

i=0

𝑟Luminanceregion =
1

rMvMagregion = (n × MvMag

max )

𝜇Luminanceregion
maxLu

(35)
(36)

-1
× ∑ni=0
MvMagi
sn-1

1
rSMvMagregion =
× ? MvMags
(n × MvMagmax )

(37)

s=0

n-1

1
rImpactCountregion =
× ? ICi
(n × ICmax )

(38)

i=0

Once all regions have been created, their rRContrastregion is computed as an
indicator of how a current region differs in luminance from its surrounding regions.
Assuming µLusr is the average luminance for a neighboring region, rRContrastregion
is defined as follows:
rn-1
∑ssr=0
|μLuminanceregion − μLusr |
rRContrastregion =
srn ×(maxLu-minLu)

(39)

Unlike rContrastregion (equation (33)), rRContrastregion is the luminance contrast of
a “formed” region relative to the average luminance of its adjacent “formed”
regions (instead of the entire frame).
With the assumption that a specific Generic-HAROI component may have a greater
factor over the other, we define the constants cdistance, cnborContrast, ccontrast, cmotionMag,
cimpactMag, cimpactCount and csaturation as their corresponding coefficients. As a result, we
establish the following set of equations representing the seven weighted Generic-
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HAROI components:
v0 = cdistance × e1 − rDistanceregion f
v1 = cnborContrast × rRContrastregion
v2 = ccontrast × rContrastregion
v3 = cmotionMag × rMvMagregion
v4 = cimpactMag × rSMvMagregion
v5 = cimpactCount × rImpactCountregion
v6 = csaturation × rSaturationregion

(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)

From then, we define the region score (regionScore) as:
6

6

regionScore = ? >vi + ? fij evi , vj fJ
i=0

j=0

with 0 ≤ j ≤ 6 such that:
6

(47)

if i = j, then ? fij evi , vj f = 0
j=0

where,
fxy → cancelling or additive effect of vy on vx
Given vx and vy as two weighted Generic-HAROI components, the function fxy (vx,
vy.) is the amount to be added or deducted from vx due to the value of vy. In other
words, fxy (vx, vy.) is the Generic-HAROI component “masking” effect. The
regionScore is thus composed of the sum of each weighted Generic-HAROI
component and the sum of all Generic-HAROI masking effects as in (38).
Finally, the HumanAttentionScore for each region is also computed as a
ratio of regionScore over the highest region score (regionScoremax).
HumanAttentionScore =

regionScore
regionScoremax
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(48)

4.4 Region Classification
In this final step, we compute the HumanAttentionScore (HAS), mean
(µHAS) and standard deviation (σHAS) for all the regions within the designated Iframe. A region is classified as high interest (isHigh == true), medium interest
(isMedium == true), and low interest (isLow == true) according to the algorithm in
Figure 4-3. Subsequently, a block belonging to a region, inherits all of its properties.
It is also important to note that although region breakdown occurs for every
reference frame, the subsequent referring P-frame (predicted frame) and B-frame
(bi-predictive frame) inherits its region break down and classification.

isHigh = false;
isMedium = false;
isLow = false;
if (region.HAS >= µHAS + σHAS/2) {
isHigh = true;
} else if (region.HAS >= µHAS σHAS/2) {
isMedium = true;
}
else {
isLow = true;
}

Figure 4-4. Region classification algorithm.
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4.5 Saturation-Aware Filtering and Quantization
In order to achieve higher compression, we apply a linear smoothing filter
on all the blocks belonging to regions of low interest before video encoding begins.
This type of filter is characterized by averaging pixels of a block. Precisely, we
choose a 3´3 Gaussian filter as our kernel matrix that we convolved with each pixel
of a ‘low’ interest block. The weights (Weights[][]) of an N´N Gaussian filter
kernel matrix are computed as depicted in the algorithm of Figure 4-4.

int N = 3;
double sigma;
if (block.Saturation > 0.75){
sigma= 0.75;
} else {
sigma= 0.6;
}
double [][]Weight = new double[N][N];
for (int y = -N/2; y <= N/2; y++) {
for (int x = -N/2; x <= N/2; x++) {
int Xi= x + N/2;
int Yi = y + N/2;
Weight[Yi][Xi]
=Math.exp(-((x*x + y*y)/(2*sigma*sigma)));
}
}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kernel Matrix (sigma = 0.6)
Kernel Matrix (sigma = 0.75)
0.17 0.41 0.17
0.06 0.25 0.06
n0.25 1.0 0.25q
n0.41 1.0 0.0.41q
0.06 0.25 0.06
0.17 0.41 0.17

Figure 4-5. Gaussian kernel matrix algorithm and output.
Both matrices were used for filtering regions of low interest or high. saturation.
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We empirically chose sigma to be 0.75 if the block’s average saturation was above
0.75; otherwise sigma was set to 0.6. The range [0.6-0.75] for sigma resulted in no
perceivable change but yet improved the compression of the video.
Finally, during the adaptive quantization step we compute DQPjnd_mb(lmb, smb) and
QPjnd_mb(lmb, smb) according to equations (23) and (24). DQPjnd_mb(lmb, smb) is
included in the final bit stream while QPjnd_mb(lmb, smb) is used in lieu of the uniform
quantizer QP0 .

4.6 Implementations of Generic-HAROI
HAROI [6], Contrast-HAROI [7] and SA-HAROI [63] are all variations of
the proposed Generic-HAROI. Precisely, Generic-HAROI evolved from HAROI.
SA-HAROI is the closest implementation to the proposed Generic-HAROI.
Unlike HAROI and Contrast-HAROI, SA-HAROI performs all block data
computation, region classification and motion vector computation in the video preprocessing phase. SA-HAROI is the only algorithm that performs an additional
computation of block saturation data. It is also the only algorithm that leverages
Gaussian filtering.
The HAS of each region of a reference frame is used for adaptive
quantization for both HAROI and Contrast-HAROI. On the other hand, SA-HAROI
only uses HAS during the pre-processing phase to determine how Gaussian filtering
should be applied to the classified regions. Finally, SA-HAROI’s adaptive
quantization mechanism is done strictly as a function of the luminance and
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saturation of the block instead of as a function of the HAS of the block. Table 4-1
summarizes how SA-HAROI differs from its predecessors.
Table 4-1
Comparative Summary of HAROI, Contrast-HAROI and SA-HAROI

Video
Pre-processing
Luminance
Data
Computation
Distance
Data
Computation
Saturation
Data
Computation
Motion Vector
Data
Computation
Gaussian
Filtering

Region
Classification
Region Score
Equation
Definition

Region Score
Equation
Experimental
Application

Adaptive
Quantization

HAROI [5],

Contrast-HAROI [6]

SA-HAROI (Proposed)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Encoding Phase

Pre-processing Phase

Pre-processing Phase

Encoding Phase

Pre-processing Phase

Pre-processing Phase

None

None

Pre-processing Phase

Pre-processing Phase

Pre-processing Phase

Pre-processing Phase

None

Pre-processing Phase
(for regions of low
and medium interest).

Encoding Phase

Pre-processing Phase

Pre-processing Phase
(for regions of low interest).
Gaussian filter’s kernel varies as
a function the saturation of the
block it is applied to.
Pre-processing Phase

regionScore =
vd × (1− ratioDistance) +
vlu × ratioLuminance +
vmvm × ratioMVMagnitude
+
vif × ratioImpactForce +
vic × ratioImpactCount
where vd, vlu, vc, vmvm , vif,
and vic are set to 4, 1.25, 2,
2, 2.25, 2.5, and 2.5

regionScore =
vd × (1−
ratioDistance) +
ratioContrast +
ratioRegionalContrast

QP is modified for blocks with
HumanAttentionScore (HAS)
in the range [0.85 1], such that
QP = HAS x QP

regionScore
6

6

= ? >vi + ? fij evi , vj fJ
i=0

j=0

where vd was set to 0.5
empirically.

Where the values vi are defined
in equations (40) through (46)
such that
cdistance, ccontrast, cmotionMag,
cimpactMag, cimpactCount are set to 1.0
, cnborContrast is set to 2.0 and
csaturation is set to 0.

Same as HAROI

For each block, DQPjnd_mb(lmb, smb)
and QPjnd_mb(lmb, smb) are computed
according to equations (23) and (24)
as a function of luminance and
saturation is computed.
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CHAPTER 5
Experimental Results
5.1 Experimental Setup
In order to evaluate the performance of our SA-HAROI algorithm on both
H.264 and HEVC videos, we ran multiple experiments on both the JM software
(version 18.4) and the HM software (version 16.2) with 18 video sequences (2 in
QCIF, 2 in CIF, 2 in SD, 8 in HD and 4 in 4K) [63] [64]. Only the first 300 frames
of each video sequence were evaluated with coding hierarchies IIII, IPPP, and
IBBP. The intra-period for IPPP and
IBBP structures was set to occur every 30 frames (every second). For IBBP
structure, the number of B frames in between I or P frames was set to 4.
Since the goal of this experiment was to only analyze the effects of
saturation awareness in the adaptive quantization phase of our algorithm the
saturation component constant csaturation was set to 0 in equation (46). In other words,
we do not use saturation to detect regions but only as a factor to adaptive
quantization and Gaussian filtering. Moreover, since determining the masking
effect fxy (vx, vy.) for each property is beyond the scope of this research, the sum of
all the masking effects was also set to to 0 (Equation (47)). Finally, during some of
our experiments we observed that setting the values of cdistance, ccontrast, cmotionMag,
cimpactMag, cimpactCount to 1.0 and cnborContrast to 2.0 resulted in ROI detection that
matched more accurately with human attention.
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We measured bit rate and PSNR (peak signal-to-noise ratio) change (Y BD
bit rate and Y-PSNR) using the Bjontegaard method defined in [65]. For objective
video quality evaluation, we recorded and/or calculated both PSNR and SSIM
(structural-similarity index) from the outputs of JM and HM.

Eye tracking Experimental Setup
To measure the accuracy of SA-HAROI at selecting HAROIs, we had to
compare it to actual eye-tracking results. For this, we selected 15 participants to
whom all 18 clips were shown. Eye tracking was carried out using the Tobiix50
Eye tracker system [35]. First, the dominant eye of each candidate was determined
via a quick test. Pupil calibration, height adjustment and eye tracking ensued. The
eye dominance test allowed us to determine what data set to select (right eye or left
eye) for each candidate, so as to improve the eye-tracking average for a specific
point in time of a video sequence. Precisely, we recorded the average x and y ‘gaze’
coordinates for every designated reference frame of each sequence. We then
defined a rectangular area centered at that ‘gaze’ point, as the actual HAROI. The
width of that rectangle was the difference between the largest and the smallest
recorded ‘x’ gaze coordinates. Similarly, the height of that rectangle was the
difference between the largest and the smallest recorded ‘y’ gaze coordinates.

Eye tracking accuracy
We define eye-tracking match concentration as the range [pMatchhighInterest,
pMatchhigh+mediumInterest] (or [pmH, pmH+M]). The starting value of that range
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represents the percentage of blocks of high interest that also belong to the
rectangular area representing the actual HAROI determined through our eyetracking study. On the other hand, the end value of the range represents the
percentage of blocks of high interest combined with blocks of medium interest that
matched the actual HAROI (Figure 5-1).

Figure 5-1 10. Eye tracking match percentage.
The white rectangle is the actual HAROI from the eye-tracking study. The
top image shows only the ‘high’ interest blocks (red dots) according to the
SA-HAROI while the bottom image shows both ‘high’ and ‘medium’
(orange dots) interest blocks.

Additionally, in accordance with the ITU BT.500 [59] standard, for each
coding hierarchy (IIII, IPPP, IBBP), three series of subjective quality study were
run with 15 participants for a total of 45 individuals. Each viewing test consisted of
video sequences encoded by JM, HM, the HAROI method ( [6] our proposed SAHAROI method. Each 10 second video was separated by a black screen that lasted
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5 seconds. Every participant was asked to rate the quality of each video with a 1 for
‘poor’, 2 for ‘fair’, 3 for ‘good’, 4 for ‘very good’ and 5 for ‘excellent’, on an
answer sheet. None of the candidates were made aware of how a specific video was
encoded. All videos were shown on a 4K resolution screen. This set of experiments
enabled us to record the mean opinion score (MOS) of each video sequence.
The next subsections analyze our results and compare the various aspects
of our algorithm to the following video compression methods: HAROI [6],
Perception Aware method [66] and Saliency Aware [45].
Table 5-2 contains the averages for each video resolution of type for IPPP,
IBBP and IIII coding structures. The detailed breakdown can be found in Appendix
B (Table B-1, Table B-2 and Table B-3). Video sources can be found by following
the link located in [67].

5.2 IPPP Results
Overall, SA-HAROI consistently results in a better bit rate reduction than
both by H.264 JM and HEVC HM. On average, it compresses HD and 4K videos
with, respectively 25% and 8% less bits. As expected, this change was also
accompanied with a relative drop in BD Y-PSNR, with the most noticeable one
being with 4K resolution videos (-3.33 dB drop in PSNR relative to HEVC HM).
This can be explained by the fact that higher resolution videos have more
information redundancy which can be removed without being perceived by the
viewer. In spite of this significant degradation in objective video quality, the
subjective quality impact of SA-HAROI remains mostly unaffected compared to
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Table 5-1.
SA-HAROI Summarized Results

IPPP

Distortion
(IPPP structure)
relative to JM or HM*
Average bit
rate change

Subjective video quality
JM or HM versus SA-HAROI
percentage difference
(100 x (Proposed -Standard)/ Standard))

ROI Detection
Accuracy

[pmH,
pmH+M]

Time difference
percentage difference
(100 x (Proposed JM)/JM)

QCIF (H.264/JM 18.4

-7.28%

Y-PSNR
change
(dB)
-0.43

CIF (H.264/JM 18.4)

-4.48%

-0.34

-0.77%

+2.94%

[44.68%, 94.79%]

-21.22%

HD (H.264/JM 18.4)

-18.17%

-1.17

-5.33%

-7.02%

[44.68%, 94.79%]

-28.62%

SD (H.264/JM 18.4)

-25.24%

-3.14

-4.10%

-4.91%

[43.25%, 93.65%]

-21.16%

4K (H.265/HM 16.2)

-8.14%

-3.33

-0.30%

-2.49%

[38.08% 87.81%]

+3.13%

ROI Detection
Accuracy

Time difference percentage
difference
(100 x (Proposed -JM)/JM)

IBBP

Distortion
(IBBP structure)
relative to JM or HM
Average bit
rate change

Y SSIM
percentage
difference
-0.52%

Mean MOS
percentage difference

Eye-tracking match
concentration

Time difference percentage

+13.04%

[91.66%, 100%]

-23.01%

Subjective video quality
JM or HM versus SA-HAROI
percentage difference
(100 x (Proposed -Standard)/ Standard))

[pmH,
pmH+M]

QCIF (H.264/JM 18.4)

-3.81%

Y-PSNR
change
(dB)
-0.48

CIF (H.264/JM 18.4)

-1.04%

-0.275

-0.55%

+7.55%

[44.68%, 94.79%]

+7.08%

SD (H.264/JM 18.4)

-8.83%

-0.89

-0.96%

-0.96%

[44.68%, 94.79%]

0.00%

HD (H.264/JM 18.4)

-13.80%

-2.54

-3.01%

-4.47%

[43.25%, 93.65%]

+51.05%

4K (H.265/HM 16.2)

-9.24%

-2.95

-0.40%

-2.35%

[38.08%, 87.81%]

+2.61%

ROI Detection
Accuracy

Time difference
percentage difference
(100 x (Proposed JM)/JM)

IIII

Distortion
(IIII structure)
relative to JM or HM
Average bit
rate change

Y SSIM
percentage
difference
-0.42%

Mean MOS
percentage difference

Eye-tracking match
concentration

Time difference percentage

+27.46%

[91.66%, 100%]

+4.17%

Subjective video quality
JM or HM versus SA-HAROI
percentage difference
(100 x (Proposed -Standard)/ Standard))

[pmH,
pmH+M]

QCIF (H.264/JM 18.4)

-0.46%

Y-PSNR
change
(dB)
-0.095

Y SSIM
percentage
difference
-0.10%

Mean MOS
percentage difference

Eye-tracking match
concentration

Time difference percentage

+40.19%

[91.66%, 100%]

-40.12%

CIF (H.264/JM 18.4)

-0.13%

0.02

-0.11%

+55.98%

[44.68%, (94.79%]

+60.54%

SD (H.264/JM 18.4)

-10.530.00%

-1.57

-0.74%

+34.33%

[44.68%, 94.79%]

+102.97%

HD (H.264/JM 18.4)

-13.74%

-1.61

-2.04%

+2.71%

[43.25%, 93.65%]

+104.89%

4K (H.265/HM 16.2)

-19.62%

-4.29

-0.50%

+2.42%

[38.08%, 87.81%]

+16.57%
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those of both JM and HM; the differences for SSIM and mean MOS values never
drop below 8% of the equivalent standard (JM or HM) value. In terms of
detection accuracy, the SA-HAROI achieves on average of 90% to 100%
detection accuracy for region it classifies as high or medium interest.

Finally, the SA-HAROI outperforms the JM encoding time by taking more than
20% less time. This is attributed to the reduction in size of the P-frames: since the
reference I-frames spatial frequency is reduced (due to adaptive quantization and
filtering), the number of “non-zero magnitude” motion vectors decreases, leading
to P-Frames requiring less bits. In summary, the time complexity introduced by
SA-HAROI filtering phase is compensated by the reduction in time it took to
encode both I and P-frames. For the IIII structure, SA-HAROI is significantly
slower than JM; this is due to the additional time complexity introduced by
Gaussian filtering. Unlike for the IPPP structure, there isn’t any way for SAHAROI to compensate for that extra Gaussian filtering time.
On the other hand, due to the large size of 4K videos, SA-HAROI took
about 3% more time than that of HM.

5.3 IBBP Results
For the IBBP cases, in comparison to JM, SA-HAROI reduction in bit rate
culminated for HD videos at only 13.80% compared to 25.24% for IPPP Videos.
But with HM at 4K, the average bit rate reduction was of 9.24%, about 1.59 %
greater than what was measured for the IPPP case. Both objective and
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subjective performance are comparable to their equivalent results with the
IPPP structure. Although there was also a reduction in size of all the types of frames
(I, P, B), which would usually result in a reduction in encoding, SA-HAROI,
however, took up to 12.5% more time than JM encoded HD videos. Precisely, the
reduction in encoding time of frames was not significant enough to cancel out the
saturation-aware filtering phase additional time complexity.

5.4 IIII Results
In relation to HM, the best reduction in the average bit rate was measured
with the IIII (intra-only) hierarchy on 4K resolution videos, with a 19.62%
decrease in size accompanied by 4.29 dB drop in BD Y-PSNR. In terms of
performance of SA-HAROI, this corresponds to the highest compression ratio and
degradation in objective quality. This was expected as our algorithm is applied to
every single frame instead of just reference frames.
SA-HAROI significantly outperformed JM in terms of subjective quality
for QCIF, CIF, SD and HD videos (an average of 30% improvement in
comparison to JM). A possible explanation may come from the visually
‘smoothing’ effect of SA-HAROI Gaussian filtering described in the previous
section. On the other hand, SA-HAROI subjective quality score was only 2%
higher in comparison to HM. This can be attributed to intrinsic data redundancy
of 4K videos. By this we imply that the higher the video resolution and the less
SA-HAROI can improve subjective quality.
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As expected, SA-HAROI takes in average about 77% more time than JM
and 17% more time than HM for the intra-only structure. This increase
corresponds to the motion estimation performed in the SA-HAROI pre-processing
phase in order to form and classify regions while the HM counterpart does not
perform any motion estimation computation.

5.5 Comparative Analysis
Table 5-2.
Contrast-HAROI vs HAROI Results
HD Sequence name

Dinner (HAROI)
Dinner (C-HAROI)
Ducks (HAROI)
Ducks (C-HAROI)
Factory (HAROI)
Factory (C-HAROI)
Life (HAROI)
Life (C-HAROI)
Rush (HAROI)
Rush (C-HAROI)
Sunflower (HAROI)
Sunflower (C-HAROI)
Tractor (HAROI)
Tractor (C-HAROI)
Trees (HAROI)
Trees (C-HAROI)
Average (HAROI)
Average (C-HAROI)

Distortion
(IPPP structure)
(QP: I 28, P 28)

Subjective video quality
JM-18.4 versus HAROI and C-HAROI

Average Bit Rate
change

Y-PSNR change
(dB)

-6.35%
-8.47%
-12.92%
-16.32%
-9.82%
-12.55%
-14.03%
-16.95%
-3.46%
-4.91%
-2.63%
-3.18%
-7.64%
-8.05%
-16.37%
-16.32%
-9.15%
-10.84%

-1.45
-1.83
-2.06
-1.68
-1.38
-1.53
-2.78
-2.91
-0.25
-0.29
-0.74
-0.82
-1.13
-1.21
-1.68
-1.68
-1.43
-1.49

Y SSIM
(3000kbps)
0.971
0.972
0.936
0.940
0.943
0.946
0.891
0.892
0.954
0.954
0.970
0.970
0.954
0.955
0.887
0.887
0.938
0.938

(JM)
0.976
(JM)
0.953
(JM)
0.958
(JM)
0.922
(JM)
0.955
(JM)
0.971
(JM)
0.963
(JM)
0.914
(JM)
0.951
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Mean MOS
(3000kbps)
(JM)
4.3
(JM)
4.7
(JM)
4.0
(JM)
4.2
(JM)
3.7
(JM)
4.1
(JM)
4.1
(JM)
4.0
(JM)
4.13

4.4
4.4
4.8
4.8
4.4
4.4
4.1
4.1
3.9
3.9
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.2
4.2

Additional time
relative to JM-18.4

Time overhead
percentage
12.03%
8.31%
14.66%
12.73%
11.80%
7.91%
10.95%
6.93%
17.66%
13.17%
12.12%
8.01%
11.66%
7.38%
12.54%
8.17%
12.91%
9.07%

Table 5-3.
SA-HAROI Comparative Analysis
Comparison with HAROI
period=30, JM-18.4)

(IPPP structure, intra-

Average Bit
Rate change
relative to
JM or HM*

Y-PSNR
change
(dB)
relative to
JM or HM*

Y SSIM
percentage
difference from
standard (JM or
HM)

Mean MOS
percentage difference
from standard (JM or
HM)

ROI Detection
Accuracy

HAROI Average (QCIF)

-5.23%

-0.37

-0.31%

+3.94%

[91.66%, 100%]

-2.91%

SA-HAROI Average (QCIF)

-7.28%

-0.43

-0.52%

+14.77%

[91.66%, 100%]

-23.01%

HAROI Average (CIF)

-3.08%

-.0.26

-0.44%

+4.41%

[44.68%, (94.79%]

+2.45%

SA-HAROI Average (CIF)

-4.48%

-0.34

-0.77%

2.94%

[44.68%, (94.79%]

-21.22%

HAROI Average (SD)

-9.94%

-0.64

-0.42%

+5.09%

[44.68%, 94.79%]

+10.36%

-18.17%

-1.17

-5.33%

-7.20%

[44.68%, 94.79%]

-28.62%

HAROI Average (HD)

-13.32%

-1.43

-1.61%

-3.43%

[43.25%, 93.65%]

+70.97%

SA-HAROI Average (HD)

-25.24%

-3.14

-4.10%

-4.91%

[43.25%, 93.65%]

-21.16%

HAROI Average (4K)

-4.59%

-2.14

-0.10%

+0.45%

[38.08%, 87.81%]

+10.59%

SA-HAROI Average (4K)

-8.14%

-3.33

-0.30%

-2.49%

[38.08%, 87.81%]

+3.13%

SA-HAROI Average (SD)

Comparison with “Perception-Aware” (PA)

PA Foreman (CIF)
SA-HAROI Foreman (CIF)
PA Mobile (CIF)
SA-HAROI Mobile (CIF)
PA Stefan (CIF)
SA-HAROI Stefan (CIF)

Y-PSNR change relative to JM
10.2 (dB)
-0.14
-0.83

Mean MOS

-0.22
-0.77
-0.10
-0.68
-0.26
-0.76

2.46
2.33
2.00
2.00
2.33
2.33

-13.14%
-15.56%
-21.34%
-22.45%
-18.69%
-18.70%

Comparison with “Saliency Aware” (Saliency-Aware)
Saliency-Aware Average (CIF)
SA-HAROI Average (CIF)

[pmH,
pmH+M]

(IPPP structure, intra-period=30, JM-10.2)

Average bit rate change relative to JM
10.2
-10.44%
-25.26%

PA Football (CIF)
SA-HAROI Football (CIF)

Time difference
relative to
standard (JM or
HM)

2.15
2.00

(IPPP structure, intra-period=30, JM-16.1)

BD-PSNR change relative to
JM*
-0.65

BD-SSIM change relative to
JM*
+0.005

Time difference percentage relative
to JM*
270%

-0.34

-0.007

-41.82%

5.5.1 C-HAROI (Contrast-HAROI) vs HAROI
Table 5-2 includes a summary of objective and subjective quality data. As
a whole, HAROI and Contrast-HAROI performed similarly at the exception of time
performance. HAROI took in average 12.91% longer than JM while contrastHAROI took 9.07%. This is a 30% time gain over HAROI. This result is significant
in the context of applications requiring rapid video processing for storage.
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Additionally, we calculate the bitrate and PSNR change between JM versus our
Contrast-HAROI and HAROI respectively. As expected, due to the convolution
filter used for medium and low interest regions, the bitrate generated by ContrastHAROI and HAROI is reduced respectively by 10.84% and 9.15% compared with
JM-18.4 for the same QP. On the other hand, encoding via HAROI and ContrastHAROI resulted in a lower PSNR than encoding by JM-18.4. In average the PSNR
were respectively reduced by 1.49 dB (negative value in the table implies a loss in
PSNR) and 1.3% (for SSIM). In the context of subjective video quality evaluation
a decrease in PSNR does not necessarily translates into a lower MOS score. Our
results show that HAROI and contrast-HAROI yield better subjective quality than
JM all while decreasing the size of the video considerably. For example, the
Factory sequence received higher scores when encoded via HAROI or ContrastHAROI. Most of the participants expressed that they could barely differentiate each
of the three encoded versions for each sequence.

They pointed out that the

Factory sequence had a ‘smoother feel’. Overall, the contrast-HAROI and HAROI
yielded a slightly better visual experience because the region of high interest
underwent no quantization. This implies that using either human attention
technique could result in imperceptible visual quality degradation while achieving
significant bit rate reduction.

5.5.2 SA-HAROI vs HAROI
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The results of our comparative analysis can be found in Table 5-3. We first
compare SA-HAROI to its non-saturation-aware counterpart (HAROI) using the
results produced by the exact same set of videos, to compute averages. SA-HAROI
differs from HAROI with its saturation-aware filtering and quantization. HAROI’s
adaptive quantization has no dependency on saturation. We find that SA-HAROI
consistently outperforms HAROI in terms of bit rate reduction. With HD videos,
the output videos from SA-HAROI were on average 12% smaller than those
compressed by HAROI.
In terms of accuracy, the eye tracking match concentration remains the same
because just like SA-HAROI, HAROI does not leverage saturation in the
classification of ROIs. HAROI did however perform slightly better than SAHAROI in the subjective experiments with the highest average score difference of
0.35.
Finally, in correlation to its relative bit rate reduction, SA-HAROI was on
average 35% faster than HAROI for an IPPP encoding structure (Table 5-3); this is
because HAROI isn’t re-using motion vectors that were pre-calculated in the
encoding phase.

5.5.3 SA-HAROI vs Perception-Aware Encoder
We also compared the performance of our SA-HAROI with the perceptionaware encoder described in [66] which is characterized by an adaptive quantization
process that used a combination of spatial, temporal, and skin detection perceptual
models to define their JND function. For fair comparison, we executed our SA-
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HAROI on JM-10.2 on the CIF videos Football, Foreman, Mobile and Stefan.
Results in the section “PA” from Table IV show that SA-HAROI achieved better
compression by 0.01% to up to 15% while maintaining the same subjective quality
than.

5.5.4 SA-HAROI vs Saliency-Aware
Hadizadeh and Bajic proposed a saliency-aware video compression
technique by creating a saliency mapped with an improved version of the Itti-KochNiebur (IKN) model, and the introduction of a saliency distortion variable [45].
Due to the complexity of their algorithm and the lack of information allowing us to
setup their exact experimental environment, we could only precisely compare BD
Y-PSNR, SSIM, and the additional time complexity. We could estimate that in
terms of compression of CIF videos, the saliency-aware encoding performed better
than SA-HAROI by about 5% (a bit rate reduction of 4.48% for SA-HAROI versus
10% for the Saliency-Aware method in [45]). SA-HAROI is however significantly
faster than the Saliency-Aware by about 600%.

CHAPTER 6
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Conclusion
6.1 Principal Contributions
We have presented a saturation-aware video encoding algorithm
characterized by a JND relationship that leverages the sensibility of the human eye
to both luminance masking and saturation in its quantization phase. Our
experimental results and comparative analysis reinforce our initial theory that
saturation can be leveraged to improve video compression. Our SA-HAROI
algorithm achieves its strongest video compression performance with HD and 4K
resolution videos averaging over 15% in bit rate reduction and with negligible
subjective quality degradation (relative to both JM or HM encoded counterparts).
SA-HAROI performs the best on HD videos with an IPPP coding structure where
bit rate reduction in relation to JM averaged 25% and encoding time dropped by
21.16% in average.
One of the novel contributions of our paper is the modeling of the
relationship of the uniform quantization parameter (QP) with saturation (equation
(14)). This model is a mathematical representation of a previous psycho-visual
study that claimed that a certain amount changes in saturation could not be detected
by the HVS [54] . While conducting the subjective study to find the threshold QP,
we observed that its value increased with the value of saturation.
Although our formula to compute the regionScore takes into account the
various overlapping masking effects of each SA-HAROI component (equation
(47)), we acknowledge that further research beyond the scope of this paper is
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needed to analyze the additive or cancelling effects of multiple attention stimuli
including saturation.

6.2 Future Directions
There are various ways that Generic-HAROI could be expanded. For
example, ROI detection accuracy can be improved via machine learning. The
biggest challenge of such undertaking would be determining the appropriate
classifiers .
Another area worth exploring, would the improvement of the region score
equation (equation (47)). Precisely, in terms of detection accuracy, it would be
beneficial to determine how certain triggers to attention (motion, saturation,
luminance, etc..) cancel or enhance one another when simultaneously present.
Last but not least, in the same way that we used saturation to establish a
saturation-aware JND model, there is room to explore and/or discover various
block properties whose variations are JND- model-able. Such potential discovery
could dramatically improve video compression and/or future standards.
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APPENDIX A
Glossary of Acronyms
AVC

Advanced Video Coding

BMA

Block Matching Algorithm

CBP

Coding Block Pattern

CIF

Common Intermediate Format 352×288 pixels

DCT

Discrete Cosine Transform

FME

Fast Motion Estimation

FS

Full Search

GOP

Group Of Pictures

HD

High Definition 1280×720 or 1920×1080 pixels

HM

HEVC Test Model

HVS

Human Visual System

JM

Joint Test Model

JVT

Joint Video Team

MB

Macroblock

MPEG

Moving Frame Experts Group

MV

Motion Vector

MVD

Motion Vector Difference

PSNR

Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio

QCIF

Quarter Common Intermediate Format

QP

Quantization Parameter
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APPENDIX B
Table B-1.
SA-HAROI IIII Results

IIII
Sequence name

Distortion
(IIII structure)
relative to standard*
Average bit
rate change

Y-PSNR
change
(dB)

Akiyo

-0.38%

-0.08

Foreman

-0.53%

-0.11

Average (QCIF, IIII)

-0.46%

-0.095

Soccer

-0.13%

-0.03

Silent

-0.14%

-0.02

Average (CIF, IIII)

-0.13%

-0.02

Harbour

-9.29%

-1.63

Crew

-11.78%

-1.52

Average (SD, IIII)

-10.53%

-1.57

Dinner

-10.87%

-1.47

Ducks

-18.89%

-2.93

Factory

-18.31%

-1.86

Life

-23.46%

-2.68

Rush

-6.30%

-0.41

Sunflower

-3.01%

-0.64

Tractor

-7.66%

-1.25

Trees

-21.41%

-1.68

Average (HD, IIII)

-13.74%

-1.61

Bunny

-28.18%

-4.33

Hero

-18.40%

-3.95

Road

-18.97%

-4.97

T-Lapse

-12.94%

-3.91

Average (4K, IIII)

-19.62%

-4.29

Subjective video quality
JM or HM versus SA-HAROI

Y SSIM

QCIF (H.264/JM 18.4)
(JM)
0.954
0.955
(JM)
0.946
0.947
(JM)
0.950
0.951

ROI Detection
Accuracy

Time difference
relative to standard*

Eye-tracking match
concentration

Time difference
percentage

2.80

[95.83%, 100%]

-43.81%

3.06

[87.50%, 100%]

-36.44%

2.93

[91.66%, 100%]

-40.12%

2.80

[53.12%, 93.75%]

+78.58%

3.73

[36.25%, 95.83%]

+42.50%

3.26

[44.68%, (94.79%]

+60.54%

Mean MOS

(JM)
2.13
(JM)
2.06
(JM)
2.09

CIF (H.264/JM 18.4)
(JM)
0.893
(JM)
0.894
2.13
(JM)
0.919
(JM)
0.919
2.06
(JM)
0.906
(JM)
0.906
2.09
SD (H.264/JM 18.4)
(JM)
0.896
0.960
(JM)
0.897
0.925
(JM)
0.896
0.942

(JM)
2.46
(JM)
2.2
(JM)
2.33

3.20

[53.12%, 93.75%]

+115.92%

3.06

[36.25%, 95.83%]

+90.02%

3.13

[44.68%, 94.79%]

+102.97%

HD (H.264/JM 18.4)
(JM)
0.963
0.969
(JM)
0.894
0.934
(JM)
0.920
0.939
(JM)
0.847
0.882
(JM)
0.950
0.952
(JM)
0.964
0.967
(JM)
0.941
0.951

(JM)
3.80
(JM)
3.80
(JM)
3.46
(JM)
4.06
(JM)
2.73
(JM)
3.86
(JM)
3.93

3.6

[48.28%, 98.88%]

+105.69%

4.06

[48.12%, 94.38%]

+73.29%

3.73

[24.88%, 97.97%]

+114.54%

4.2

[23.35%, 78.25%]

+103.50%

3.26

[51.09%, 100%]

+118.12%

4.00

[67.52%, 100%]

+104.46%

4.00

[57.57%, 97.99%]

+109.33%

(JM)
0.851
(JM)
0.930

(JM)
3.86
(JM)
3.68

3.40

[25.22%, 81.78%]

+110.24%

3.78

[43.25%, 93.65%]

+104.89%

0.816
0.911

4K (H.265/HM 16.2)
(HM)
0.985
0.991
(HM)
0.969
0.975

(HM)
4.13
(HM)
4.20

4.13

[46.83%, 91.70%]

+26.85%

4.53

[37.65%, 89.16%]

+12.90%

(HM)
0.994
(HM)
0.989
(HM)
0.987

(HM)
4.00
(HM)
4.20
(HM)
4.13

4.06

[25.17%, 77.83%]

+12.98%

4.2

[42.70%, 92.56%]

+13.55%

4.23

[38.08%, 87.81%]

+16.57%

0.992
0.984
0.982
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Table B-2.
SA-HAROI IPPP Results

IPPP
Sequence name

Distortion
(IPPP structure)
relative to standard*
Average bit
rate change

Y-PSNR
change
(dB)

Akiyo

-8.67%

-0.52

Foreman

-5.89%

-0.33

Average (QCIF, IPPP)

-7.28%

-0.43

Soccer

-3.35%

-0.29

Silent

-5.60%

-0.39

Average (CIF, IPPP)

-4.48%

-0.34

Harbour

-22.58%

-1.65

Crew

-13.75%

-0.69

Average (SD, IPPP)

-18.17%

-1.17

Dinner

-17.49%

-2.74

Ducks

-31.15%

-3.93

Factory

-25.18%

-3.91

Life

-33.53%

-4.20

Rush

-14.55%

-1.51

Sunflower

-18.857%

-3.19

Tractor

-15.56%

-2.79

Trees

-45.63%

-2.85

Average (HD, IPPP)

-25.24%

-3.14

Bunny

-13.38%

-5.41

Hero

-8.60%

-2.83

Road

-6.89%

-3.13

T-Lapse

-3.72%

-1.97

Average (4K, IPPP)

-8.14%

-3.33

Subjective video quality
JM or HM versus SA-HAROI

Y SSIM

QCIF (H.264/JM 18.4)
(JM)
0.951
0.954
(JM)
0.939
0.946
(JM)
0.945
0.950

ROI Detection
Accuracy

Time difference
relative to standard*

Eye-tracking match
concentration

Time difference
percentage

2.46

[95.83%, 100%]

-23.82 %

2.00

[87.50%, 100%]

-22.21%

Mean MOS

(JM)
2.15
(JM)
1.92
(JM)
2.03

CIF (H.264/JM 18.4)
(JM)
0.883
(JM)
0.891
2.30
(JM)
0.912
(JM)
0.917
3.15
(JM)
0.897
(JM)
0.904
2.72

2.33

[91.66%, 100%]

-23.01%

2.15

[53.12%, 93.75%]

-19.76%

3.46

[36.25%, 95.83%]

-22.69%

2.80

[44.68%, 94.79%]

-21.22%

SD (H.264/JM 18.4)
(JM)
0.866
0.956
(JM)
0.910
0.921
(JM)
0.888
0.938

(JM)
2.69
(JM)
3.00
(JM)
2.845

2.76

[56.69%, 88.64%]

-27.38%

2.53

[52.34%, 96.29%]

-29.86%

2.64

[44.68%, 94.79%]

-28.62%

HD (H.264/JM 18.4)
(JM)
0.969
0.966
(JM)
0.844
0.930
(JM)
0.895
0.937
(JM)
0.819
0.881
(JM)
0.942
0.949
(JM)
0.943
0.962
(JM)
0.921
0.947

(JM)
4.07
(JM)
4.15
(JM)
4.23
(JM)
4.07
(JM)
3.46
(JM)
4.30
(JM)
4.15

3.76

[48.28%, 98.88%]

-26.18%

4.15

[48.12%, 94.38%]

-24.96%

3.69

[24.88%, 97.97%]

-19.17%

3.92

[23.35%, 78.25%]

-17.49%

3.46

[51.09%, 100%]

-20.06%

4.15

[67.52%, 100%]

-19.91%

4.15

[57.57%, 97.99%]

-23.03%

(JM)
0.840
(JM)
0.926

(JM)
4.15
(JM)
4.07

3.69

[25.22%, 81.78%]

-18.51%

3.87

[43.25%, 93.65%]

-21.16%

0.774
0.888

4K (H.265/HM 16.2)
(HM)
0.987
0.991
(HM)
0.969
0.973

(HM)
4.07
(HM)
4.69

4.00

[46.83%, 91.70%]

+9.74%

4.61

[37.65%, 89.16%]

+1.31%

(HM)
0.993
(HM)
0.988
(HM)
0.986

(HM)
4.53
(HM)
4.38
(HM)
4.41

4.38

[25.17%, 77.83%]

+1.17%

4.23

[42.70%, 92.56%]

+0.28%

4.30

[38.08%, 87.81%]

0.992
0.985
0.983
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+3.13%

Table B-3.
SA-HAROI IBBP Results

IBBP
Sequence name

Distortion
(IBBP structure)
relative to standard*

Subjective video quality
JM or HM versus SA-HAROI

ROI Detection
Accuracy

Time difference
relative to
standard*

Eye-tracking match
concentration

Time difference
percentage

2.43

[95.83%, 100%]

+4.88%

2.5

[87.50%, 100%]

+3.47%

2.46

[91.66%, 100%]

+4.17%

(JM)
2.31

2.68

[53.12%, 93.75%]

+6.84%

(JM)
3.25
(JM)
2.78

3.31

[36.25%, 95.83%]

+7.32%

2.99

[44.68%, 94.79%]

+7.08%

SD (H.264/JM 18.4)
(JM)
0.942
0.954
(JM)
0.910
0.917

(JM)
3.5
(JM)
2.75

3.50

[58.10%, 88.39%]

+7.17%

2.68

[61.40%, 98.75%]

-6.76%

(JM)
0.935

(JM)
3.12

3.09

[44.68%, 94.79%]

+0.20%

(JM)
3.81

3.75

[48.28%, 98.88%]

+62.82%

(JM)
4.37
(JM)
4.0
(JM)
4.25
(JM)
3.31
(JM)
4.43
(JM)
4.25

4.31

[48.12%, 94.38%]

+36.90%

3.68

[24.88%, 97.97%]

+30.20%

3.93

[23.35%, 78.25%]

+55.01%

3.00

[51.09%, 100%]

+59.47%

4.37

[67.52%, 100%]

+63.23%

4.18

[57.57%, 97.99%]

+48.62%

(JM)
3.81
(JM)
4.02

3.56

[25.22%, 81.78%]

+52.20%

3.84

[43.25%, 93.65%]

+51.05%

(HM)
4.68

4.56

[46.83%, 91.70%]

+6.23%

Average bit
rate change

Y-PSNR
change
(dB)

Y SSIM

Mean MOS

Akiyo

-5.59%

-0.43

Foreman

-1.22%

-0.53

Average (QCIF, IBBP)

-3.41%

-0.48

Soccer

+1.88%

-0.22

Silent

-2.07%

-0.33

Average (CIF, IBBP)

-1.04%

-0.275

Harbour

-7.94%

-1.29

Crew

-9.72%

-0.49

Average (SD, IBBP)

-8.83%

-0.89

Dinner

-11.40%

-2.25

Ducks

-22.75%

-3.93

Factory

-18.72%

-2.10

Life

-16.40%

-4.18

Rush

-9.45%

-1.18

Sunflower

+2.91%

-2.10

Tractor

-8.27%

-2.28

Trees

-26.35%

-2.34

Average (HD, IBBP)

-13.80%

-2.54

Bunny

-13.31%

-4.69

Hero

-8.64%

-2.06

(HM)
0.974

0.969

(HM)
4.81

4.75

[37.65%, 89.16%]

+0.44%

Road

-7.45%

-3.21

0.992

[25.17%, 77.83%]

+1.17%

-7.57%

-1.85

4.23

[42.70%, 92.56%]

+0.28%

Average (4K, IBBP)

-9.73%

-2.95

(HM)
4.53
(HM)
4.38
(JM)
4.67

4.38

T-Lapse

(HM)
0.993
(HM)
0.988
(JM)
0.986

4.56

[38.08%, 87.81%]

+2.61%

QCIF (H.264/JM 18.4)
(JM)
0.953
(JM)
0.956
2.12
(JM)
0.939
(JM)
0.945
1.75
(JM)
0.946
(JM)
0.950
1.93
CIF (H.264/JM 18.4)
(JM)
0.885
0.890
(JM)
0.919
(JM)
0.904

0.914
0.899

0.926

HD (H.264/JM 18.4)
(JM)
0.959
0.966
(JM)
0.927
(JM)
0.958
(JM)
0.882
(JM)
0.948
(JM)
0.964
(JM)
0.945

0.867

(JM)
0.843
(JM)
0.929

0.795

0.935
0.830
0.943
0.959
0.927

0.901

4K (H.265/HM 16.2)
(HM)
0.987
0.991

0.985
0.982
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APPENDIX C
Sample Video Sources
All sample videos used are publicly available from the Video Test Media
(xiph.org) at: https://media.xiph.org/video/derf/ at the exception of the 4K videos
which were downloaded from YouTube. The 4 4K Sample videos are available on
YouTube as follows:
Bunny: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=20j3rqQXi0A&feature=youtu.be
Hero: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eaACIszNHao&feature=youtu.be
Road: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfKicjj67Oo&feature=youtu.be
Timelapse: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aV3UqUIPzzg
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APPENDIX D
Region Formation and Classification Legend
Below is an explanation (legend) of how to interpret the next 18 pages.
Each page represent a specific video sequence. Each row represent I-frames at
time t=0 second, t=3 seconds, t=6 seconds and t=9 seconds. Each row is
composed of the following 3 elements
1. The actual I-frame
2. The I-frame with distinctive Generic-HAROI formed regions
(Section 4.3)
3. The I-Frame with the regions of high and medium interest
respectively represented with red and orange squares. It also has a
white rectangle which represents the area where most of eyetracking study users’ gaze was concentrated.
High interest region (red)
Medium interest region (orange)
Eye-tracking study users gaze area.
I-Frame at time t= x.

I-Frame with region breakdown

Sample Sequence Region Formation and Classification
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Akiyo QCIF Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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Foreman QCIF Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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Silent CIF Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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Soccer CIF Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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Crew SD Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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Harbour SD Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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Dinner HD Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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Ducks HD Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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Factory HD Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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Life HD Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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Rush SD Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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Sunflower HD Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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Tractor HD Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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Trees HD Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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Bunny 4K Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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Hero 4K Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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Road 4K Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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Timelapse 4K Sequence Generic-HAROI Region Formation and Classification
Frame (t = 0s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 3s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 6s)

Region Formation

Region Classification

Frame (t = 9s)

Region Formation

Region Classification
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